We are currently facing a pandemic outbreak of historic proportions that is asking the extraordinary of us. The Real Heroes—our doctors, nurses, other healthcare workers, shop and transportation workers, police and fire departments, our military, crisis headquarters, volunteers, and all the services and people who selflessly care for us at this challenging time
THANK YOU!

For the rest of us, do your part - be a Hero as well!
The Ordinary Hero stays home! The Ordinary Hero washes hands.
The Ordinary Hero maintains a social distance and refrains from touch.
The Ordinary Hero cares and reaches out to others. The Ordinary Hero donates—some people might go hungry. The Ordinary Hero keeps kids busy with education and fun. The Ordinary Hero is responsible.

Be a HERO because you CAN!

Here at CTC, our people are our heroes as well. Despite all the challenges, our dedicated staff work remotely, run online and remote classes, and take care of our students every day.
They share the most successful practices, quickly adjust to every situation, and always stick together...but until further notice, with a suitable distance.

CTC crew, thank you for everything you do! 💖

CTC students, you are in good hands!
You can contact your local CTC site coordinator at www.ctcd.edu/fieldsites
For support after the office hours and during weekends, please contact centraltexascollege@europe.ctcd.edu
Thank you for all you are doing during this challenging time to safeguard your own health and that of others. Stay safe!
It is not time to put your life on hold!

Central Texas College Europe moved all classes, advising, and support online, so you can use this time and pursue your education in the safety of your home.

Please check out the class schedules at https://www.ctcd.edu/locations/europe/
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